We have developed a modified Neumann series (MNS) technique to solve Maxwell's equations for three-dimensional anisotropic earth. We assume that both conductivity and dielectric permittivity are 3 x 3 matrices, elements of which are complex-valued functions of space coordinates and frequency, whereas the magnetic permeability is symmetric 3 x 3 matrix with elements being real-valued functions of depth. Both conduction and displacement currents are taken into account. In order to derive the MNS solution, we impose the positiveness condition of Joule losses inside anisotropic earth. The MNS solution so obtained is valid for any frequency range and for arbitrary three-dimensional anisotropic earth.
Introduction
Over the last decade, there exists a strong request in geoelectrics to model electromagnetic (EM) fields within anisotropic earth (Schmucker, 1986; Kellet et al., 1992; Tezkan et al., 1992; Eisel and Bahr, 1993) . New demands have inspired the researchers to incorporate the anisotropic material parameters into modelling schemes (Davuducheva and Druskin, 1995; Weidelt, 1996) . In this paper we have developed a modified Neumann series (MNS) technique for a case when conductivity, dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability are 3 x 3 matrices. Similar techniques to solve Maxwell's equations within arbitrary isotropic earth were presented in (Pankratov et al., 1995; Singer and Fainberg, 1995; Avdeev et al., 1997) .
In analogy to (Pankratov et al., 1995) , we derive an energetic inequality which estimates the desired electric field by source electric current. To get this inequality we introduce the positiveness condition of Joule losses inside anisotropic earth; we formulate the condition in terms of the conductivity and dielectric permittivity matrices. Based on the energetic inequality, we construct modified scattering equation (SE). We prove that the solution of the modified SE can be written in terms of convergent Neumann series for arbitrary distributions of anisotropic conductivity and dielectric permittivity.
Model and Problem Statement
We consider a geoelectric model with plane air/earth interface. The medium is excited by a monochromatic primary current jeJ t(x, y, z,w)e-". Here i = (-1)1/2, t is time, x, y, z are the Cartesian coordinates with the origin on the earth's surface, and the z-axis pointing downward. The dielectric permittivity e and electric conductivity o are 3 x 3 complex-valued matrices a={aii(r,w)} . e={Eij(r,w)}.
2,J=s,y,z' a,J=x,y,Z where r = (x, y, z). We assume that the generalized conductivity matrix = a -iwe = {Sii(r, w) }
J=z,y,i where IEl = (E • E)112 and E is the complex conjugate of E. The expression E -(E reads as E -(E = (xxExEx + (xyEZEy + (x2EZE2 + (y2EjEx + • • • + (ZZEzEZ. For isotropic problems inequalities (3) turn into "strict" physical realizability condition imposed on scalar generalized conductivity, 0 < min Re (o-iwe). We assume also that magnetic permeability W is a real-valued symmetric matrix whose elements are functions of depth µ= {a,,(z)} I . ,j=x,y,z
The EM material parameters of the air are equal to those of vacuum:
where c is light velocity in vacuum.
The electric and magnetic fields, E(r,w) and H(r,w), will satisfy the Maxwell's equations
Following (Pankratov et al., 1995) , the volumetric problem can be reduced to a boundaryvalue problem for the earth halfspace
Here E° = E-E6 and H8 = H -H6 are the secondary fields, E6 and Hb are the fields excited by the current jaxt within a background medium ((6,14) , j8 = ((-(6)E' is equivalent source, e. x Hr is cross product of z-directed unit vector and horizontal component of magnetic field taken at the earth's surface, Zair is the air impedance tensor. Hereinafter the w-dependence is omitted but implied.
Energetic Inequality
First, we introduce a reference medium ((o, p) with the reference magnetic permeability coinciding with that of initial medium µ(z). Broadly speaking, reference generalized conductivity Co is arbitrary 3 x 3 matrix depending of three coordinates x, y and z, but for numerical applications it is reasonable to choose (o being a matrix depending of one coordinate z. We assume also that Three-Dimensional Electromagnetic Modelling 1543 Co satisfies positiveness condition of Joule losses (3). A reasoning, similar to that of (Pankratov et al., 1995) , leads to the inequality
Re (E • SoE9 + E9 . j9) dv < 0,
where EQ satisfies Maxwell's equations in the reference medium rot HQ = S0EQ + jq, (10) rot EQ = iwpH9.
Here jQ is an arbitrary source current, dv = dx dy dz. Then we extract the perfect square in the integrand of (9). To do this, we firstly introduce the matrix ry, where the Hermitian conjugate Co is defined as ((o ),j
It is easy to see that ry is a Hermitian matrix, 7+ = ry, and hence (Lankaster, 1969) can be factorized as
where U is some unitary matrix, U-1 = U+,
and r is a diagonal matrix Using (16) and (18), we rewrite this expression in matrix form z z
Re (E.(aE°+EQ.j9)= r2UE4+1r-luj4 -Zr-iUj° (20) 2 1 where r'2 = diag( ryl, ryz, rya) and r_2' = diag(1/ 11,1/ 1/V--y2, l/ ry3). It allows us to get energetic inequality z z r=UE° + lr 2 Ujq dv -f lr-' UJ' dv.
:>0 2 z>0 2
Maxwell's equations (10) yield E°(r) = f .,>O r') j° (r') dv',
>o where r' = (x', y', z'), dv' = dx'dy'dz', and 06(r, r') is a dyadic Green's function of the reference medium. By letting the integrands in (21) as X = r 3 UE° + 2 r-~ up,
rl = 2r-I Up equation (22) is rewritten
where integral operator K affects a field rl as
>0
and dyadic kernel K of this integral is K(r,r')=6(r-r')1+ 2r a (r)U(r)G6(r,r)U+(r)rI(r').
Here 6(r -r') is Dirac's S-function, and 1 is identity matrix. Finally, energetic inequality (21) reads IIKnII <_ j i711, for any rl E L2,
where the L2-norm is defined'by 
New Scattering Equation
By assuming E9 and j4 as EQ = Ee, j4 = (( (0)E5 +is,
equations (23) are rewritten as
n-2r 3U(((-(a)E5+j3),
These equations yield
By substituting the latter equation into (24), we get new scattering equation for field X X(r) = X. (r) + J K(r, r') R(r') X(r') dv',
>s where Xa is incident field
and where scattering factor R is matrix
In an operator form we can write (33) as
where M affects a field X as MX = K(RX).
Here R is multiplication operator, RX = R(r)X(r).
Modified Neumann Series
Inequality (27) means that the operator K does not increase L2-norm. Now, let us show that the operator R is contracting lRRXil 5 9 ~lXII, for any X E L2,
where 0 G 1. Since the operator R is multiplication by scattering factor (35), the number 9 can be found as maximal value of the fraction IIR over r E {(x, y, z) z > 0} and for all vectors X. Let us evaluate the fraction. By letting
we rewrite (35) as
Substituting (39) into the latter expression and using equalities (11)- (13), we get'
Exploiting expression (41) 
.
Here the minimal value is to be found over r E {(x, y, z) : z > 0} and for all vectors h. Keeping in mind that Re(h • (h) > 0 (in view of the positiveness condition of Joule losses (3)), we get the contracting constant 0 is less than 1, and R is contracting. Thus, the operator M = KR is contracting IIMXII <-BIIXII, for any X E L2. 
To illustrate numerical solution convergency, we performed a modeling for a simple 3-D MT model incorporating 20 x 20 x 20 km3 anisotropic cube imbedded into isotropic 0.01 S/m halfspace. The conductivity of the cube is given by a diagonal matrix, axz = 0.1 S/m, avy = o., = 0.5 S/m. It turned out that for excitation in y-polarized plane wave at a period of 100 s, 97 terms of the MNS expansion (46) are required to get a solution with relative accuracy 1%. For excitation in x-polarized plane wave the same accuracy was achieved by 44 terms of the MNS.
Conclusion
The modified Neumann series technique, initially developed for general 3-D isotropic earth, has been extended to anisotropic earth. Arbitrary conductivity, dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability anisotropy can be assumed. The MNS solution is valid for any frequency range and for any conductivities contrast. Moreover, the solution has the same structure as for isotropic case, which implies that anisotropy appears not to increase computational efforts.
